Preface

*Drug Delivery Letters* is a peer-reviewed journal that regularly publishes research and review articles in an effort to disseminate new knowledge regarding a wide array of topics related to drug delivery, gene delivery, and drug targeting. Current drug delivery and targeting have caught the interest of eminent scientists working in pharmaceutics, pharmaceutical industry, chemical engineering, nanomaterial, and pharmacology. The journal owes its success to all the authors who have contributed high-quality manuscripts, sharing in-depth knowledge in drug delivery to publish each issue.

I introduce you to the first issue of the 2022 edition of *Drug Delivery Letters*, comprising 7 manuscripts, including reviews and original articles. This issue includes many interesting developments in drug delivery and formulation design aimed at targeting specific sites, presenting alternative manufacturing processes, developing drug-loaded carriers, and reviewing the skin drug delivery. These articles demonstrate a variety of research works that are continuously being carried out in the drug delivery field.


Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone on the editorial board who volunteered their time to review the articles for the journal and also the editorial staff, especially manager Rida Rahman, for their excellent support in managing *Drug Delivery Letters*. Without their contribution, *Drug Delivery Letters* would have been impossible.
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